


60% More Storage Space

Easily Expands With Your Needs

By utilizing vertical space rather than floor space, 
L&T saves 60% more floor space than conventional 
filing equipment.

All L&T Shelving Systems incorporate
the ability to be reconfigured at any time
to meet changing needs. Its unique key-
hole slot design allows expansion as
your business needs grow.

L & T Shelving’s unique design offers 
the ability to adjust shelves up or down 
to accommodate your exact require-
ments. This feature means you store
more per square foot than other 
lesser shelving systems!

Conventional Filing
Equipment

L&T Open Shelf
Filing Equipment

L&T Shelving 
Better Than Conventional Filing 
& Storage Equipment



Assembling L&T Is Literally a snap! 

First, place uprights opposite each

other held up with a shelf support.

Then starting from the bottom, snap

in two shelf supports and shelf re-

inforcements if needed for greater

load capacity. Next place a shelf 

on the supports.

Second, working from the bottom-up,

place an additional set of shelf supports

in position and place a shelf on the 

supports. Continue until all shelves

including the top are in position.

Accessories such as dividers, back-

stops front bases, etc may be added.

Third, add extra sections by using “T”

uprights as common center posts and

finish the row with “L” uprights. Install

the shelves as before.

L&T Shelving 
Assembles In Minutes...
Without fasteners!



A Place For Everything and Everything in its Place
L&T Modular Drawers offer a unique storage capability that conforms to your materials,

not the other way around. A variety of drawer sizes can be custom compartmentalized to

provide instant organization. Drawers can be added to any 15", 24" or 30" depth L&T

Shelving installation for even greater flexibility and storage capability. Fully progressive

side-arm suspensions are rated for loads of up to 200 lbs. per drawer.

Dual Entry
With accessibility from both 
sides of the unit, the L&T Modular
Drawer System maximizes work-
place efficiency by allowing multi-
ple users access simultaneously.
Available for 30" and 36" deep 
units only.

12" Lateral File Option
Handles folders in letter or legal
sizes. Available in 15" or 18" 
depths only.

Easiest Installation Ever
The new scissor-action bracket
standard on L&T Modular Drawer
Systems reduces installation time
and complexity by 50%.

L&T Modular Drawer
Easily Adapt To Storage
Requirements
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Limitless Storage Applications

Audio/Visual Materials
L&T offers a simple storage 
solution for audio/visual tapes,
microfische and CDs. Items 
are easy to locate and retrieve.

Computer Media
Growing computer use requires 
more storage space for ZIPs, CDs,
tapes and disks. L&T provides 
an efficient solution.

Forms & Specialty Documents
Keep odd-sized business, legal and
financial forms and documents 
clean and organized with versatile
L&T Modular Drawers.

Collections & Artifacts
L&T Modular Drawers provide 
effective space-saving storage 
solutions for even the most 
unique applications.

12" high drawer available only
with Lateral Filing Systems.

Seven Drawer
Heights
Select and mix drawer
heights specifically sized to
your storage requirement.

3"

4.5"

6"

7.5"

9"

10.5"

12"

Partitions/Dividers
Drawer partitions adjust
without tools to create 2,
3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 equal
rows or columns for easy
organization. Dividers with
easy-to-see angle labeling
area, adjust in 1" incre-
ments to meet your 
exact storage needs.

L&T Modular Drawer
The Ideal Storage Solution

L&T Modular Drawer System is the ideal storage solution where small items
need to be stored along with filing or larger items. You'll also find that combin-
ing L&T Modular drawers with your shelving makes it possible to store 50%
more small parts and media in the same space. Each drawer rides on a fully
progressive side-arm suspension rated for loads up to 200 lbs. per drawer.




